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With the Help of Zoom, No Doom for the Bipartisan Budget
Now that the $52 billion dollar budget has been passed, and positive progress made to stifle
COVID-19 and eliminate related industry restrictions, there is a collective sigh of relief at the state
level. Contractors were told to disregard the official notice by state agencies warning of a potential
shutdown with the transportation and state government budgets passed by the legislature and
signed by the Governor. All 13 budget areas and a tax bill wrapped up during the special session
prior to the next fiscal year beginning on July 1.
The Minnesota Legislature needed a special session after they adjourned on May 17 without a
final budget for the next two years. A special session was hardly a surprise or unexpected for a
multitude of reasons. For one, the only divided legislature in the country (DFL House and GOP
Senate) had different approaches and ideas in most budget areas. Second, special sessions are
hardly “special” anymore. The First Special Session in June marked the eighth time the legislature
was called in the last year and a half as the Governor extended powers every 30 days related to
the pandemic’s peacetime state of emergency. Wrangling over the Governor’s emergency powers
continued over the last 17 months and was a key issue, namely for the Senate majority, in wrapping
up final negotiations. The remaining emergency orders and the Governor’s emergency powers
expired on June 30th, 2021, with the Legislature voting to end them.
Lawmaking and building relationships in a virtual setting proved challenging at times. It was not a
session of doom, but rather a session of Zoom and, in the end, bipartisanship. Most of the budget
bills comprising the $52 billion total achieved broad bipartisan support. The budget deal-making in
June coincided with the reopening of the Capitol complex and more in-person negotiations as the
fiscal year deadline loomed.
The federal relief funds and budget surplus did not hurt either. The State of Minnesota enjoyed a
$1.6 billion general fund surplus as well as $2.8 billion in federal COVID relief funds. $1 billion of the
federal money was set aside for the 2022 session.
In total, legislators introduced 5,225 bills in 2021, which is slightly above average compared to
previous budget setting sessions. The AGC Government Affairs team monitored all bill introductions
and amendments and assessed the impact of legislation in accordance with the AGC’s Legislative
Platform set by the Legislative Committee and Board of Directors.
A historically low number of bills became law with just 31 chapters sent to and signed by Governor
Tim Walz during the regular session (January 3-May 17). All 13 budget bills and a tax bill became law
during the June special session.
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Looking Ahead
In September, the Legislature intends to return for a special session to appropriate the American
Rescue Plan (ARP) funds for bonuses to frontline workers. The Jobs budget deal included the
creation of a legislative working group to provide direction on how to appropriate $250 million in
bonuses to frontline workers.
House Speaker Melissa Hortman and Senate Majority Leader Paul Gazelka stated the legislature
could also consider a bonding bill during the September special session.
The 2022 Legislative Session begins on January 31, 2022. Approximately $1.2 billion of ARP funds
will be expended next legislative session. Then, fulltime campaign season gets underway with all 201
legislative seats and Minnesota’s constitutional officers up for election on November 8, 2022.

New Laws in 2021
Following is a summary of new laws and bills that did not become law in which AGC tracked
and/or took positions on behalf of AGC members during the 2021 Regular Session and First Special
Session. All of the new laws were passed in the Special Session and signed by Governor Walz.
Policy provisions have various effective dates. Budget provisions begin July 1.

TRANSPORTATION
The Omnibus Transportation bill received strong bipartisan support in both the House and the
Senate, including unanimous support in the Senate. It includes $220.4 million in net General Fund
spending over base budget with $6.49 billion for the Department of Transportation, $516.3 million
for the Department of Public Safety and $235.7 million for the Metropolitan Council. It also contains
over $400 million in trunk highway bonds.
Below are some of the transportation provisions of high interest to AGC members:

•
•

$100 million increase in State Road Construction

•

Extension of the Construction Manager/General Contractor (CMGC) procurement program 		
from 10 to 20 projects and reduction of the annual cap on projects from four to three/year.

$413 million in Trunk Highway Bonds
» $113m will go to specific regional and community investment projects: Ramsey/Gate		
way/US Hwy 10 ($31m), US Hwy 10 in Wadena ($30m), I-94 Westbound in Albertville 		
($27m), and US Hwy 212 in Carver County ($25m)
» $100m to State Road Construction
» Additional $200m in FY 24-25 for the Corridors of Commerce Program
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•

Study of work zone safety and speed management by MnDOT and the Dept. of Public
Safety

•
•

Study by the University of MN on the impacts of the pandemic on public transportation

•

Requirement for vehicle transporting an overdimensional load that extends beyond the left 		
of the centerline on an undivided highway to have one lead escort vehicle, one rear
escort vehicle, and one lead licensed peace officer. Previously, the law only required a lead 		
licensed peace officer.
Directive to MnDOT Commissioner to develop, implement, and adhere to a pavement
investment guide

TAXES
The Omnibus Tax bill contains several items of interest to construction firms. The bill provides $49.1
billion in revenue in the 2022-23 biennium that started Thursday and provide $4.2 billion in refunds,
aids and credits, including $761 million in new tax cuts and credits. There are no tax increases in the
bill.
PPP Loans
The bill includes Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) tax conformity legislation. The provision ensures that PPP loans are not considered taxable income by the state, which brings the state in line
with federal tax policy. The biggest portion of the $761 million is derived from the PPP federal conformity, as well as unemployment benefits up to $10,200. The Revenue Department is expected to
provide guidance to taxpayers on amending their 2020 tax returns.
Sales Tax Exemption on Construction Materials
The bill also provides a sales tax exemption for construction materials used or consumed in the
construction of local public safety facilities.
Historic Tax Credit
The bill extends the historic structure tax credit for one year.

COMMERCE/ENERGY
The Special Session’s Commerce and Energy bill focused primarily on student loan borrowing,
renewable energy, and climate change issues. Of note for the construction industry is the
appropriation of funds to the Department of Administration to contract with the University
of Minnesota’s Center for Sustainable Building Research to conduct a study of the lifecycle
environmental impacts of construction materials used in state buildings. The study will examine the
feasibility and economic and costs of construction materials of state-owned buildings. The report is
due by February 1, 2022.
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DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS
The Omnibus Public Safety and Judiciary bill contains several MN Department of Human Rights
(MDHR) requested policy changes this year. MDHR engaged AGC early in the process and
throughout the session. AGC monitored House committee hearings where the provisions received
broad support.

•

Increasing Workforce & Equal Pay Certificate fees from $150 to $250. Certificates continue
to be valid for four years

•

Policy to hold out-of-state contractors to the same requirements as Minnesota-based
contractors with respect to Workforce Certificates

•

Policy to create data classification parity between Workforce and Equal Pay Certificates.
Equal Pay Certificates already had a data classification section in statute, but Workforce
Certificates did not. The provision adds a Workforce Certificate data section mirroring the
existing Equal Pay data classification section.

•

Compliance in State Contracting policy language that will allow MDHR to levy fines up to
$5,000 for contractors who are non-compliant with their Workforce or Equal Pay Certificate
requirements. Fines cannot exceed $5,000.
» If a certificate holder is in violation of this section, the commissioner may impose one
or both of the following actions:
(1) issue fines up to $5,000 per calendar year for each contract; or
(2) suspend or revoke a certificate of compliance until the contractor has paid all
outstanding fines and otherwise complies with this section.
MDHR stated in public testimony that only about 2-3% of contracting partners were
non-compliant and would consider using this method to compel a smaller subset of the 2-3%
if contractors are not responsive to communication.

2020 BONDING BILL CORRECTIONS
A bill was passed to make technical changes to projects from previous years. These corrections
ensure funded projects can move ahead.
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Did Not Become Law
BONDING BILL
Sessions during even years tend to focus on a larger capital investment bill than in odd years. There
were discussions around a $400 to $500 million-dollar bill for emergent and maintenance projects,
but did not gain enough momentum to move forward.

DUTY TO DEFEND
The bill made illegal the duty to defend another and replaced what has been the duty to defend
with defense costs becoming an indemnifiable cost at the end of the litigation. This would have
been a change in how insurance works and how owners, generals and subcontractors cooperate to
defend claims. The bill also prohibited the use of project-specific insurance; although, the provision
was eventually dropped during negotiations. AGC tirelessly worked with proponents and public
owners to find acceptable language that meets the needs and interests of all parties and does not
lead to increased litigation.

EMPLOYMENT
Paid Family Leave, Earned Sick and Safe Time, and COVID-19 Business Liability Lawsuit Reforms
were all discussed this year, but ultimately were not included in the final Omnibus Jobs bill.

ENVIRONMENT PROVISIONS
The Omnibus Environment bill was a pared down, limited focus bill due to the disagreements
between the House and the Senate on several provisions. No new permitting regulations moved
forward, and the bills main components were on Aquatic Invasive Species, PFAS (polyfluoroalkyl
substances), and hunting and fishing regulations.
The Burnsville Freeway Landfill issue reappeared this year. The Pollution Control Agency was
given powers to perform investigation and remediation without creating any third-party liability.
Language was also passed that ensures the current owner will not profit from the landfill after
investigation and remediation has been performed.
“Buy Clean” initiatives were not included in the final agreement in either omnibus bill for
environment or commerce/energy.
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OSHA CITATION DATA CLASSIFICATION
The Department of Labor and Industry sought a change in OSHA Citation data classification. It
would have classified a written citation as public as soon as the commissioner has received confirmation that the employer has received the citation.

TRANSPORTATION PROVISIONS
Several House provisions were not included in the final agreement. They include:

•
•
•
•

indexing the motor fuels tax,

•

modifying distribution of a portion of state general sales tax revenue that is attributed to
sale of motor vehicle repair and replacement parts.

modifying calculation of the registration tax,
imposing a surcharge on some higher price vehicles,
directing the Metropolitan Council to impose a 0.5 percent transit sales tax in the Twin Cities
metropolitan area, and;

Senate provisions increasing electric vehicle fees and dedicating 60% of auto parts sales taxes to
transportation purposes were also not included. It is currently capped at $145.6 million.

RIGHT TO REPAIR
There was a proposal introduced to allow consumers or independent distributers to
repair and modify their own electronic devices and equipment, including construction equipment.
The bill did not receive a hearing in either legislative body this year.

WAGE THEFT LAW CLARIFICATIONS
Several provisions to clarify the wage theft statute were heard in the Senate, but were not
included in a final agreement. AGC supports clarification to the initial notification requirements for
seasonal employees, ways employers can provide timely notice when an employee shifts projects
or equipment, and additional measures to codify current interpretations and practice by the
Department of Labor and Industry.
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